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80 X 120



Frost resistance                                                 Must not produce noticeable alteration 
                                                                                to surface Frost-proof

Water absorption E      %0.5

80*   120      cm                                                           RS   799  * 1199       0.5 mm
                                                                                                31.45   *  47.20   inch

Resistance to abrasion                                     Group 1             

Chemical resistance                                          Class AA 

Glossy tile                                                           

Digital inkjet print 

Thickness

Pieces in cartons                                               2 Pieces

Pallet weight                                                     1988  kg

Carton on pallet                                               41 carton

11 mm              %5            

Wall & floor tile

Indoor & outdoor                                              





Powerful, incredibly elegant, 
82P2162  cream offers the charm of 
a natural stone that knows how to 
be unique, emphatic, extremely 
beautiful and timeless. An 
extraordinary material to envelop a 
luxury environment with a modern 
aesthetic balance.aesthetic balance.

4

80 * 120

82P2162



An intense marble, very suitable for prestigious 
floors and coverings, especially in large spaces that 
fully exalt the beauty of natural designs.

82P2162
80 * 120
2Teraqua

5



Decorative luxury without 
precedent. The power of mixing 
colour. We take the beauty of the 
natural Calacatte stone and improve 
it, accentuating its shades and 
nuances to create an upgrade on 
nature. This unique and charismatic 
aesthetic is inspired by Italian 
marble, where grye details blend 
with beige in an exquisite 
chromatic dance. different designs 
allow the creation of continuous 
marmoreal spaces, where feelings 
of space and light are intensified by 
its glossy finish.its glossy finish.

80 * 120

82P2171



Ceramic is a safe, natural material that originates from the 
earth. It does not contain plastic  and is completely 
recyclable.

82P2171
80 * 120

7



One-of-a-kind stone. An almost 
poetic interpretation of the 
traditional Calacatta in 82P2191. 
Extracted from unique quarries 
around the world, this marble is 
notable for its black veins which 
combine perfectly with the white of 
thethe base. Dramatic lines which 
branch out and spread. An elegant 
geometric framework that affords 
strength and character to your 
space.

8

80 * 120

82P2191



A soft style characterized by color contrasts.

82P2191
80 * 120
2Teraqua

There are many ways that each homeowner can make their home unique 
and truly their own. With so many variations of flooring to choose from, it 
can be hard to find which one looks best in each room. If you’re wanting to 
save money and still have several options to choose from, tile is a great 
choice. Most people opt for tile in areas where the potential for water 
damage exists. Tile is a great way to clean up water and avoid too much 
moisture invading your home.

9



The reproduction of Quartz on 
ceramic is the perfect example of 
art becoming art itself, with the 
Quartz-look porcelain tiles 
becoming the ideal synthesis of the 
wonder of nature and the excellent 
work of man, who successfully 
re-createsre-creates it, combining it with the 
technical performance of 
stoneware.

10

80 * 120

82P2201



At Teraqua, we focus on understanding the new product 
requirements. To know your product needs is an integral 
part of our development process.82P2201

80 * 120
Teraqua

11



12

A conquering model that, you can 
not resist feeling luxurious when 
seeing them on walls and floors as 
well. 82P2209 will give you 
maximum sophistication and style 
all at once. Pure passion

80 * 120

82P2209



13

The combination of the space and choreography of the color share an uniqe style.

82P2209
80 * 120
Teraqua



Stone as a synonym of nature, solid 
and ancestral but at the same time so 
multiform and surprising in its 
variants.  The world of minerals 
offers an infinite wealth of points to 
be interpreted for the creation of 
stone-look porcelain tiles: proposals 
of acknowledged aesthetic value 
that host the fascination of stone 
materials, combining this with the 
practicality of use of porcelain tiles.

80 * 120

82P2261

14



82P2261
80 * 120

Nature is
our best idea ...

15



Add character to the rooms with 
these earthy inspired tiles. 
Structured and natural surfaces for 
use indoor and outdoor, for both 
rustic and contemporary settings, in 
commercial and residential projects 
as well.

80 * 120

82P2242

16



The material, 
with its faded 
shades, integrates 
rationally and 
functionally with 
the space, in 
compositions that 
trace out a 
completely new 
poetics of 
furnishing.

82P2242
80 * 120

17



Eccentric personality. The highly 
graphical total black decoration 
creates a rich, captivating visual 
effect.

18

80 * 120

82P2269



This product combines stylish and modern appearance and deals with 
unique beauty art. Bring your spaces powerful and charm with true 
elegance with this new design of polished, always charming and stylish 
marbles. Distinctive tiles for modern life!

82P2269
80 * 120
Teraqua

19



The beauty of natural stone. Ideal 
for minimalist and modern 
environments. Simplicity is 
sometimes the best choice. This is 
the nature of our proposal SWT, a 
material with a pure and primitive 
vocation. It offers a compact and 
uniformuniform feeling ensuring a wide 
perspective.

20

80 * 120

82P2273



21

Ceramics create ambiences full 
of magic and personality. So, 
we bring you one spectacular  
in 5 surfaces which will change 
the perception of your interior 
style. With these magnificent 
collections, go further and keep 
playing with your imagination!playing with your imagination!

82P2273
80 * 120
Teraqua



A long with the varieties in design, 
varieties in size play an important 
part in developing a distinct 
collection. As you know, 'SWT' 
leaves no stone unturned when it 
comes to fulfilling the consumer’s 
needs. Here is an exciting new 
collectioncollection of the size that everyone 
accepted with a warm heart and 
broad mind - 80x120cm.

22

80 * 120

82P2275



Keeping your product needs in mind, the SWT 
design team simultaneously works tirelessly to 
bring something new to the room.

82P2275
80 * 120
Teraqua

23



Relaxation that focuses on 
enveloping furnishings and natural 
atmospheres.

80 * 120

82P2292



82P2292
80 * 120

This design is inspired by the erosive action of water: where the stone emerges, the effect 
remains textured and structured; where it is submerged, it is smoothed and softened in 
contrasts, acquiring a more delicate and elegant appearance. The surfaces feature the typical 
characteristics of different stone materials, from stone to marble, whose originality comes 
from observation of selected and synthesised natural phenomena, to translate them into 
graphic signs that give depth and dynamism to the texture.



Bright shades make the space even 
more appealing, highlighting its 
strong personality.

80 * 120

82P2296



82P2296
80 * 120

The layered structure typical 
of the material shows a 
dominant colour with 
alternated nuances and by 
undulating veins of different 
thickness and 
intensity,alternating with 
more homogeneous areas. 
The whole conveys a feeling 
of refinement and 
essentiality, giving the 
proposal a more 
contemporary mood.



Stained corrugated sheet. And a 
host of different shades of color. 
Dark / pale. The sparkle of a rusted 
heavy metal. Structured, worn. 
Time has coated metals with the 
most beguiling hues. Shades of 
brown ,beige, grey, bronze. The 
shades of a particularly aggressive 
palette.

80 * 120

82P2309



82P2309
80 * 120

Inspired by the appearance of timeworn metal, the 82P2309 porcelain wall and 
floor tile instantly brings an industrial feel to any design. This polish tile features 
varying shades with patterning that imitates the look of oxidization.



SWT Collection offers the chance 
to develop aesthetically pleasing 
spaces without compromising on 
technical aspects. The special 
qualities of SWT(Teraqua) allows 
you to perfectly integrate the 
material in the surrounding space, 
makingmaking it possible to create an 
outstanding impression easily and 
effectively.

30

80 * 120

82P2282



Cream  is widely accepted category in the natural 
stones. Be it a natural stone with a rough surface or 
a polished marble, the warmth these cream shades 
can comfort anyone.

31

82P2282
80 * 120
Teraqua



Those that appear to be bright 
diamonds are actually prehistoric 
fossils trapped since ever in its deep 
brown depths. Thanks to its 
contemporary perspective, it 
manages to free the creative 
identity of nature.

80 * 120

82P2324



The VIBES stone in a continuum between indoor 
and outdoor. And it is a trend.

82P2324
80 * 120
2Teraqua

33



The surface is reflective, with a 
unique appearance that conveys a 
feeling of elegance.

34

80 * 120

82P2327



Elegance with an inseparable link between aesthetics and 
architecture through this collection.

82P2327
80 * 120
2Teraqua

35



This year at SWT, we have 
developed some  tones of beige in 
gradients diffrent our desins. One 
can choose the warmth according to 
the need of the interior spaces, or 
using them can create a playful 
decore.

36

80 * 120

82P2341



The diverse shades of these collections embrace a 
space with their lavish and larger-than-life aura 
giving them a distinctive style. Inspired by the 
beautiful shades of our surroundings, the designs of 
these collections give a natural and effortless look 
to a place.

82P2341
80 * 120
Teraqua

37



Its sophisticated cosmopolitan 
elegance and velvet appearance 
make our proposal of 82P2348 the 
right choice for contempora. The 
82P2348 does not leave anyone 
impassive.
 

80 * 120

82P2348

38



39

82P2348
80 * 120
Teraqua

Marble has played an essential role and enjoyed symbolic 
and celebratory significance in architectonic and artistic 
traditions since ancient times, thanks to its undisputed 
elegance and unique expressiveness.



Frost-resistant and resistant to 
attack by chemicals and 
atmospheric agents, stone-look 
stoneware surfaces are the ideal 
choice for outdoors too, thanks to 1 
cm thick, specifically designed to 
best combine performance, 
aestheticsaesthetics and versatility in use 
outside.

40

80 * 120

82P2509



These collection  give you appearance of slabs but 
these are very easy to install.

82P2509
80 * 120
2Teraqua

41



82P2553 glorious tile design 
offered by SWT that transform any 
area into a place of peace by giving 
them a relaxing vibe with their 
graceful designs. The 82P2553 
offers warm yet pleasing shades of 
tiles that breath life into a place.

42

80 * 120

82P2553



As smooth as the breezing wind, 'Teraqua' is yet another 
achievement for us. The exceptional surface, which is the first of 
its kind in Iran.

82P2553
80 * 120
Teraqua

43



Bright and sparkling like a pearl, 
the magic that emanates makes it 
truly unique in the cream-colored 
marble category. 82P2634 is very 
precious marble due to its 
extraordinary decorative features, it 
perfectly suits environments 
dominateddominated by sophistication. It is 
the ideal material to adorn the 
interiors with an in disputed touch 
of glamour.

80 * 120

82P2634



The wide, heterogeneous range of stone-look porcelain floor tiles offered by SWT comprises collections inspired by 
calcareous stones , or those typical of areas of southern Italy. In addition to these, there are also lines inspired by other 
materials like slate, reinterpreted in a contemporary version in the 82P2242, different types of quartz and sedimentary 
stone, which inspired, for example, the 82P2209.

82P2634
80 * 120
Teraqua

45



With many tiles to choose , our 
wide range of tiles will make 
endless ideas for you to design , the 
variations style to beautify your 
home, office etc...

46

80 * 120

82P2637



The material creates visual and textured continuity, 
overcoming the confines between indoors and out.

82P2637
80 * 120
Teraqua

47



The Teraqua offers a solution for 
wall tiles, conveying a feeling of 
naturalness & integrity. 

48

80 * 120

82P2639



Teraqua is suitable for covering large, 
heavy-duty areas and for showrooms 
and reception areas.

82P2639
80 * 120
Teraqua

49



'82P2703 - 80x120cm' is our latest 
collection that is developed after 
studying the trends thoughtfully. 
The balance between cold designs 
and warm designs has been 
maintained carefully for you to be 
able to choose the best suitable 
design for your dream space.design for your dream space.

80 * 120

82P2703



We try to make every moment special and our spaces 
picture perfect. So, we bring you products that make 
your space look like its right out of a dream. We believe 
in turning your routine into experiences by giving it a 
special touch. Build a modern space with classic 
elegance and durability that leaves everyone in awe.

82P2703
80 * 120
Teraqua

51



The marble reawakens the wild 
features of the decoration. A 
material that distinguish itself for 
its deep balance between the 
innovative and the classic. A 
material designed to transform any 
environment into aesthetic 
expressiveness.expressiveness.

52

80 * 120

82P2707



Teraqua is an innovative collection for elegant, modern interiors.82P2707
80 * 120
Teraqua

53



54

A design of wild nature. This 
finishing is also suitable for 
flooring in collective premises.

80 * 120

82P2998



55

At  SWT ,Our source of inspiration is often nurtured by travelling and exploring through the 
wonders of the land. It is there that we FInd the essence of our inspiration. This new 
collection unites depth and simplicity, naturalness and mysticism, density and exquisite. 
The memories of the exploration becomes an ode to the beauty in any of the spaces. 
Because when nature speaks, spaces transform themselves into the life which we dream of.

82P2998
80 * 120
Teraqua



Completed with the perfect interior 
design, the new series 82P2379 is 
the star of this show. Stand out with 
thethe exceptional quality porcelain 
tile product, making a guaranteed 
success with its delicate feeling 
surface… The unique makes it a 
perfect perfect design element for 
any interior project. Skip the simple 
space and go for a full art wall!

56

80 * 120

82P2379



The visual diversity of volcanic rock. Replicating its stunning 
features, this simple but dynamic surface has a natural, welcoming 
appeal.

57

82P2379
80 * 120
Teraqua



The collection of glass-look 
porcelain tiles that combines the 
technical performance of stoneware 
with the emotional power of glass 
in a product that is truly 
one-of-a-kind. The unparalleled 
characteristics of resistance, safety, 
practicalitypracticality and transversal nature 
of use of stoneware are exalted in a 
ceramic collection that expresses 
the unique and twofold nature of 
glass, opaque and transparent, 
robust and fragile.

58

80 * 120

82P2498



Careful research, analysis and implementation: these are the keys to the route drawn out by SWT within a 
newly found taste for natural materials.

59

82P2498
80 * 120
Teraqua



Glossy finish tiles have a 
mirror-like shine that adds a touch 
of glamour to every place. It can 
brighten up your space with its 
beautiful design and finish that 
bounces light around the room. 
Glossy finish tiles can make a room 
looklook larger by adding brightness 
with its shine.

80 * 120

82P2922



Porcelain stoneware maintains its natural and ecological connotation, indeed being 
the preferred choice both in terms of environmental impacts, because it is produced 
with raw materials that are easily found, and for the exceptional technical 
performance of the porcelain tiles, unequalled in natural stone.

82P2922
80 * 120
Teraqua

61



Thanks to polished reflections, 
graphical depth and the palette of 
soft, natural hues, SWT’s 
glass-look porcelain tiles convey 
the surprising shine of the material 
inspiring them, guaranteeing a 
luminosity and sophisticated 
eleganceelegance to each ambiance and 
helping optimise the design of 
contemporary living or commercial 
spaces.

62

80 * 120

82P2928



Ceramic and glass share a remote, fascinating history as 
well as related raw materials and production processes that 
are, in many ways, similar. Ever enchanting to man, over the 
years this fascination has given rise to constant 
technological and creative research into the materials and 
design, often yielding surprising results.

82P2928
80 * 120
Teraqua

63



80 X 120



Frost resistance                                                 Must not produce noticeable alteration 
                                                                                to surface Frost-proof

Water absorption E      %0.5

80*   120      cm                                                              RS           799  * 1199       0.5 mm
                                                                                                           31.45  *  47.20   inch

Resistance to abrasion                                     Group 1             

Chemical resistance                                          Class AA 

Sugar effect                                                          

Digital inkjet print 

Wall & floor tile

Indoor & outdoor                                              

Thickness

Pieces in cartons                                               2 Pieces

Pallet weight                                                     1988  kg

Carton on pallet                                               41 carton

11 mm              %5            





Suitable for both floor and wall 
installation, it is also perfect for 
highlighting architectural volumes 
(staircases, niches, masonry 
sections, etc.) as well as for 
enhancing individual elements 
(kitchen islands, bathroom 
units,etc.). It creates an almost 
monolithic total look when chosen 
on its own, or it suggests an eclectic 
and original style when combined 
with our more modern materials, 
such as cements or metals.

80 * 120

82S2252



There are many texture trapped in a 
material that today has become the 
symbol par excellence of modernity, 
visible both in urban context and as an 
aesthetic solution for interior projects.

BEAUTY IN LIFE

82S2252
80 * 120



69

The atmosphere and exclusivity of 
any room are the result of design 
choices that aim to promote the 
quality of life for the people who 
live there.

80 * 120

82S2253



This product can transform the look of your 

room into a piece of art. These perfectly 

imperfect matt porcelain tiles show up with 

the stunning pigmentation.With a clean 

modem look, it brings in a stylish choice for 

any atmosphere. They can look equally 

breathtaking in contemporary spaces and in 

today's popular interiors. 

Cement design, that clothe rooms in a solid,contemporary aesthetic. 

SUGAR 
82S2253 

80 * 120 

Concrete-look porcelain floor and 

wall tiles flaunt material but essential 

textures of high visual impact, 

offered in the colour range of the cold 

hues of grey. This pure, minimalist 

look is of great effect, perfect for 

those looking to create simple, yet 

lived-in atmospheres, bursting with 

personality, combining this with the 

excellent technical performance 

typical of porcelain tiles. 

70--



82S2257 

SUGAR 
80 * 120 

Sugar effect mirrors the depth 

and color of the glow in four 

coordinated shades, ideal for 

residential and commercial use 

alike. 

71--



In this product the subtly shifting light effects 
of the surface and the carefully arranged 
scratching and shading effects bring a modern 
expression to the material, which combines 
with the outstanding performance of the 
porcelain stoneware to guarantee maximum 
freedom for project designers.

82S2257
80 * 120

72



82S2258 

SUGAR 
80 * 120 

The best time at home is the time 

spent in the green, in the sun, m 

yom outdoor space. 

73---



82S2258
80 * 120

Transforming the entire look of a place is not an easy task but it can be made easier by 
choosing the right tiles. Sugar finish tiles can be the best choice if you’re looking for a 
really high class and suave look.These tiles have a unique grainy surface that makes them 
the most attractive thing in a room. Moreover, these tiles are resistant to stains and 
scratches and they don’t even absorb moisture.

74



80 X 120



Frost resistance                                                 Must not produce noticeable alteration to surface
                                                                                Frost-proof

Water absorption E      %0.5

80  *   120      cm                                                             RS   799  * 1199       0.5 mm
                                                                                                    31.45  *  47.20   inch

Resistance to abrasion                                     Group 1             

Chemical resistance                                          Class AA 

Matt effect                                                          

Digital inkjet print 

Wall & floor tile

Indoor & outdoor                                              

Thickness 11 mm              %5            

Pallet weight                                                     1988  kg

Carton on pallet                                               41 carton

Pieces in cartons                                               2 Pieces





Calacatta is precious and refined, 
with almost gray veins that give the 
rooms an enveloping elegance. The 
white whites are contrasted by the 
intensity of the black, with a 
decidedly spectacular impact.

80 * 120

82M2191

78



Stone materials are back in the spotlight once again in the 82M2191 design: top – class natural marble from the most renowned 
quarries in Italy and Europe whose typical nuances of color and original veining patterns – sometimes delicate, others more marked 
– are enhanced by the beautifully polished finish. The collection is thus the expression of classic style given an elegant modern twist 
thanks also to different thicknesses and formats as well as new large sizes.

BEAUTY AT HOME

82M2191
80 * 120

79



80

This design is characterized by the 
contrast that generates compared 
with the rest of the tones in the 
collection, a neutral color that 
brings sobriety to the space.

80 * 120

82M2232



Elegy of absolute beauty: monumental architecture, extraordinary works of art become 
everyday landscapes living again on surfaces featured by an all-Italian classicism.As in a 
pentagram, images of elegance, suggestions of wealth, memories of tradition and culture 
chase each other and merge, creating a surprisingly contemporary harmony. History and art 
are thus brought into the present and take on a new life thanks to a refined work of synthesis 
and balance that makes the proposal very up-to-date, of a timeless modernity.

82M2232
80 * 120

81



82

The collection results from our 
commitment to research, in which 
our expertise in analyzing and 
selecting materials is enhanced by 
our ability to reinterpret them with a 
new style and refined sensitivity.
This design depicts the vein-cut, This design depicts the vein-cut, 
where the block of stone is cut 
following the veins, with a look that 
softens the contrasts without losing 
recognizability and character; the 
tonal variations are nuanced and 
refined, bold and never too strong. 

80 * 120

82M2235



82M2235
80 * 120

By guiding the core concepts of praise ability, compatibility and cost-effectiveness, 
we can offer a wide range of products that can best meet the needs of our customers.
Admirable: Minimalist designs inspired by the concept of beauty and simplicity 
covers a wide range of designs.
Adaptability : All our products are checked with stringent quality norms defined as 
per international standards to ensure optimum performance for longer period of 
time.
Affordability : Keeping in mind the requirement of different segment of customers Affordability : Keeping in mind the requirement of different segment of customers 
we have a vast ranges of products at different price points that make our products 
affordable for various segment of customers.

83



84

Our stated goal is to develop 
significant products ambitious for 
indoor and outdoor use architectural 
projects with their diversity lending 
surfaces and decor, ceramic tiles  
your own wide range of 
applications and meet the most 
diverse style preferences.diverse style preferences.

80 * 120

82M2238



A very precise stylistic 
choice dictate by the latest 
interior design trends led 
SWT to focus on the stone 
effect of vibes and we are 
crazy for the result.

82M2238
80 * 120

85



60 X 120



Frost resistance                                                 Must not produce noticeable alteration 
                                                                                to surface Frost-proof

Water absorption E      %0.5

60   *   120      cm                                                         RS         600  *  1200       0.5  mm
                                                                                                        23.62  *  47.24   inch 

Resistance to abrasion                                     Group 1             

Chemical resistance                                          Class AA 

Matt effect                                                          

11 mm              %5            

Digital inkjet print 

Thickness

Pallet weight                                                     2400 kg

Carton on pallet                                               40  carton

Wall & floor tile

Indoor & outdoor                                              

Pieces in cartons                                              3 Pieces





89

After years of numbness the stone 
effect returns strongly with the aim 
of creating unique environments 
that interprete with absolute fidelity 
the charm and stylistic strength of 
nature stones taken as a reference.

60 * 120

62M3067



62M3067
60 * 120

An innate eye for style and a great ability to combine colors and 
materials make unique.

90



Porcelain stoneware takes on 
various appearances depending on 
the material being replicated. In the 
case of stoneware that looks like 
tumbled stone, the tiles replicate the 
aesthetic styling of antique-look 
floor tiles with pebbles featuring 
rounded and irregular edges. 
Versatile and elegant products 
suitable for use as indoor and 
outdoor floors and wall tiles.

91

60 * 120

62M3072



In recent years, the world of 
architecture and interior design 
has witnessed a real re-launch of 
industrial style, stemming from 
the desire to give a new lease of 
life to existing constructions and 
spaces and celebrate the beauty 
of disused factories and 
workplaces. This unique trend 
has very much influenced the 
furnishing sector including the 
world of ceramic surfaces, 
leading to the design of 
numerous concrete-look 
porcelain tiles inspired by the 
material typical of this style.

62M3072
60 * 120

92



Enjoy your Tile, create your home 
with our collections and live it fully 
all day long.

60 * 120

62M3011



BEAUTY AT HOME

62M3011
60 * 120

Represents the point of return to the neutrality of 
stone. preferring natural materials today means not 
only taking care of planet but has become a real 
trend for the interior designer who proposes the use 
of stone wood organic fibers or all those elements 
that originate from nature.



When you enter one of our 
showrooms you will find the whole 
world of SWT ceramic waiting for 
you and you will surely find what 
you are looking for.

60 * 120

62M3017



Ceramic loves the environment because it is a sustainable material that is ideal for both floors and wall in your home and comes 
only from nature raw materials such as clay, feldspar, silica and kaolin.

62M3017
60 * 120



The bathroom you don't expect 
where the wavy lines of  surface 
seem to be drawn by the waves of 
beach.

60 * 120

62M3022



The typical minimalist mark of concrete remains but takes on softer nuances, played on tones that 
range from ivory to hazelnut.

62M3022
60 * 120



99

Utionize athroom From 
incandescent light bulbs to LEDs, 
from gas stoves to induction 
cookers, from roll-up shutters to 
home automation. Over the years, 
household products and solutions 
have evolved to offer increased 
performance and improve the 
quality of life of people. During all 
this time, bathrooms have also 
undergone significant changes. We 
invite you to discover them.

60 * 120

62M3027



BEAUTY IN LIFE

The purity of the air, the clarity of the sky, the scent of the meadows, the magic of the 
forests, The warmth of the sand on hot days, embracing the wonder of the mountain 
landscapes and the explosion of unspoilt nature: your gaze sweeps all around,  The horizon 
is distilled into environments that transform the breathtaking views into a warm interior 
setting. It welcomes you to experience the mountain charm Along The relaxation of hot 
sands with an exclusive attitude of casual elegance.

62M3027
60 * 120

100



Preferring natural materials today 
that means caring about the planet 
has become a real trend for the 
interior designer who proposes the 
use of stones wood organic fibers or 
all those elements that originate 
from nature including vibes 
ceramic.ceramic.

101

60 * 120

62M3041



SWT  A contemporary brand 
that satisfies every style need 
with a strong, durable and 
beautiful ceramic product.

62M3041
60 * 120

102



103

The minimal imprint typical of 
concrete remains but takes on softer 
shades and lights up your bathroom 
with the natural decore.

60 * 120

62M3048



62M3048
60 * 120

VIBES represents the point of return 
to the naturalness of stone, which 
coincides with one’s inner nature.

104



105

This product up brings that 
contemporary minimalism that we 
like so much into the home.

60 * 120

62M3051



62M3051
60 * 120

The hygienic effect of ceramic is 
present in human life daily that it is 
taken for granted, but ceramic, with 
its washable surfaces, is next to us 
every day, looking after our person 
with constancy and humility, 
without disappointing us.

106



107

Porcelain tiles are 
environment-friendly, safe and 
hygienic insofar as they do not 
release any toxic substances, not 
even in the event of fire; they are 
easy to clean, because they do not 
absorb stains and extremely 
resistant to trampling, stresses and 
scratching, making them perfect 
even in heavily-trafficked 
ambiances.

60 * 120

62M3054



62M3054
60 * 120

Technological innovation in ceramic production has made it possible to create concrete-look 
stoneware collections offering a very true reconstruction of the semblance of raw concrete, 
flaked plaster and modern cement. Thanks to advanced decoration techniques, not only have 
the minimalist details and unique features of concrete been re-created, but also the aesthetic 
appeal of aged surfaces marked by the passing of time, which convey the hallmarks of 
artisan manual work and the passage of man, making them almost eternal and unchanging, 
as is stoneware by nature.

108



This product is our version of 
modern concrete there are many 
shades trapped in  material that 
today has become the symbol par 
excellence of modernity visible 
both in urban context and as an 
aesthetic solution for interior 
project.project.

109

60 * 120

62M3057



62M3057
60 * 120

Only the best of ceramic wall 
tiles, reinterpreted, with a 
contemporary look, sometimes 
eclectic, effervescent and 
always trendy.

110



111

The TV room space has established 
a position as an increasingly 
important part of our daily life in 
the home. It has become a place of 
sensations, experiences, a place for 
life. SWT, trying delivers designs to 
provide a response for every need 
and lifestyle, allowing you to 
choose the style that best fits your 
personality and the way you live. 
Start to enjoy your TV room space! 

60 * 120

62M3062



62M3062
60 * 120

BEAUTY AT HOME

The attention to detail and the observation of the 
color contrasts define a surface with refined aesthetic 
depth. The veining takes shape and emerges from the 
purity of the background in a balanced way.

112
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The stone effect of vibes represents 
the desire for nature as the desire to 
create real spaces starting from the 
material that surround us every day 
in our homes.

60 * 120

62M3075



At the beginning of our ceramic culture is the 
ability to know how to model an ancient, ductile 
and multifaceted material like clay.

62M3075
60 * 120

114



115

The unique essence of vibe stone 
also covers commercial spaces great 
harmony.

60 * 120

62M3078



A single concept, about style and shapes that combines 
industrial product and artisanal artifact, as only SWT 
ceramic can do.

62M3078
60 * 120

116



50 X 100



Thickness

Pieces in cartons                                               3 Pieces

Pallet weight                                                     1904 kg

Carton on pallet                                               56 carton

11 mm              %5            

Frost resistance                                                 Must not produce noticeable alteration 
                                                                                to surface Frost-proof

Water absorption E      %6

50   *   100      cm                                                           RS   494 *  994       0.6    cm 
                                                                                                  19.44   *  39.17   inch

Resistance to abrasion                                     Group 1             

Chemical resistance                                          Class AA 

Rain effect                                                          

Wall & floor tile

Indoor & outdoor                                              

Digital inkjet print 





120

Opting for a collection of 
concrete-look porcelain tiles is a 
very precise style choice, enabling 
the creation of high-impact 
environments that convey the great 
expression of concrete with the 
additional plus points of being 
resistant to stains, hygienic, easy to 
clean and unchanging, as only 
porcelain tiles can guarantee.

50 * 100

CASTOR
Black



Each collection is the result of different interpretations, which are always inclusive 
and captivating, perfect for giving commercial or residential interiors a modern, 
hi-tech, industrial touch or a more “lived-in” vintage look, yet at the same time 
being extremely contemporary and in line with the latest interior design trends.

CASTOR Black
50 * 100

121



122

You can coordinate and give 
harmony to all the housing. Both for 
flooring and wall covering inside 
and outside, facade, halls, etc.

50 * 100

CASTOR
Blue



Designing a space means defining its appearance and function in relation needs of its 
inhabitants.

SWT’s concrete-look tiles blend with 
contemporary and minimalist mood spaces 
and encompass the synthesis of technique, 
cutting-edge technology and aesthetic 
research. The maxi sizes proposed also 
exalt the unique graphic and structural 
features and make it possible to re-create 
the effect of a continuous surface in the 
floors or walls they clad.

CASTOR Blue
50 * 100

123



124

It has different finishes; Natural, in 
addition to a range of 4 formats and 
a grand variety of colors. This 
variety of options allow you to 
create unique and attractive spaces 
that are customized to suit all tastes.

50 * 100

CASTOR
Brown



The harmonious and primordial style that interprets minimalism not as a sacrifice but as a perfect 
balance of our way of life.

CASTOR Brown
50 * 100

125



126

Brightness, freshness, clarity. That's 
why for spaces which demand 
naturality, Manhattan White offers a 
unique finishing inspired by the 
brightness of light for spacious and 
clear spaces.

50 * 100

CASTOR
White



Soft color that invites to dress up any 
room of your home, bathroom, kitchen 
or living room with a very natural 
touch.

CASTOR White
50 * 100

127



50 X 100



Frost resistance                                                 Must not produce noticeable alteration 
                                                                                to surface Frost-proof

Water absorption E      %6

50   *   100      cm                                                           RS   494   * 994       0.6    cm 
                                                                                                   19.44   *  39.17   inch

Resistance to abrasion                                     Group 1             

Chemical resistance                                          Class AA 

Matt effect                                                          

Wall & floor tile

Indoor & outdoor                                              

Digital inkjet print 

Thickness

Pieces in cartons                                               3 Pieces

Pallet weight                                                     1904 kg

Carton on pallet                                               56 carton

11 mm              %5            





131

The matt finish contributes to 
improve the variations in nuances, 
textures and veins typical of natural 
stone surfaces. In addition, by 
increasing the ability of the piece to 
absorb light, its application 
achieves spectacular results in open 
spaces and areas with natural light.spaces and areas with natural light.

50 * 100

SLIME
Dark Grey



The minimal imprint typical of 
concrete remains but takes on softer 
shades and lights up your bathroom 
with the Natural decor.

SLIME Dark Grey
50 * 100

Magnificent grain that draws a 
surprising and full of nuances graphic. 
Play of depths thanks to its greyish 
effects in different intensities that 
mark its marble essence.

132



133

The wise choice of mix of materials 
makes the rooms warm and 
welcoming without betraying the 
clean contemporary design.

50 * 100

SLIME
Light Grey



Ceramic is a safe material. It comes from the earth so it is natural, does not 
contain plastic and is completely recyclable.

SLIME Light Grey
50 * 100

134
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The beauty of its Matt stands out 
especially, with a Matt effect that 
attracts at first sight. also has a 
mattified version (50 x 100), ideal 
for creating interiors full of style 
and personality.

50 * 100

SPEEDFIRE
Black



Minimalism remains an essential language, but it 
acquires shade of vitality and empathy that rise 
from surfaces and reverberate in spaces. SPEEDFIRE Black

50 * 100

136



137

VIBES represents the point of 
return to the neutrality of stone. 
Prefering natural materials today 
means not only taking care of the 
planet, but has become a real trend 
for the interior designer who 
proposes the use of stones, wood, 
organic fibers or all those elements 
that originate from nature.

50 * 100

SPEEDFIRE
Dark Grey



VIBES represents the point of return to the naturalness of stone, which coincides with one’s inner nature.

SPEEDFIRE Dark Grey
50 * 100

138



139

Do you imagine your ideal 
bathroom with a high level of 
design and minimalism? It was the 
solution for this private bathroom in 
this project.

50 * 100

SPEEDFIRE
Light Grey



Authentically beautiful ceramic surfaces with infinite shades. we 
are talking about the this collection, available for wall and floor.

Perfect harmony of colors and shapes.

SPEEDFIRE Light Grey
50 * 100

140
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The wide range of formats in this 
collection allows it to reach large 
contexts, such as large rooms or 
halls, or other more measured, such 
as bathrooms or small rooms within 
the home.

50 * 100

SPEEDFIRE
White



The lightest color of the this series, brings light and clarity to any 
interior or exterior location.

SPEEDFIRE White
50 * 100

142
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Respect for the environment and 
collaboration with the society in 
which our activity is carried out, in 
a permanent exercise of social 
responsibility.

50 * 100

YOHAN
Dark Grey



The characteristic of this design is the contrast between colors of the same tone.

YOHAN Dark Grey
50 * 100

144



145

Elegant and dramatic. This product  
presents a graphic full of shades in 
which golden, grey veins weave 
together creating a stunning 
design.gives life to a natural stone 
of unique beauty that enriches the 
result of interior design projects.

50 * 100

YOHAN
Gold Decor



Taupe is the warmest shade in the entire this series, perfectly complements the rest 
of the collection.

The choice of colors and surface 
and their clever combination are 
essential for creating the 
atmosphere in a room.

YOHAN Gold Decor
50 * 100

146
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A collection with personality that 
complies with excellence the most 
demanding demands, being the best 
alternative to projects of great level 
and wingspan.

50 * 100

YOHAN
Grey Decor



Passion for cement. Infinite possibilities to create industrial, Nordic, urban, outdoor 
environments, among many... It thus becomes one of the most welcoming materials.

YOHAN Grey Decor
50 * 100

148
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An innate eye for style and a great 
ability to combine colors and 
materials make unique this private 
residance in this project.

50 * 100

YOHAN
Light Grey



A contemporary brand that satisfies every style need with a 
strong, durable and beautiful ceramic product.

YOHAN Light Grey
50 * 100

150



100 X 100



Water absorption

Polish effect                                                          

Wall & floor tile

Indoor & outdoor                                              

Digital inkjet print 

Thickness

Frost resistance                                                 Must not produce noticeable alteration 
                                                                                to surface Frost-proof

E      %0.5

100   *   100      cm                                                        RS   995  *  995       0.5    mm 
                                                                                                     39.17   *  39.17    inch

Resistance to abrasion                                     Group 1             

Chemical resistance                                          Class AA 

Pieces in cartons                                               2 Pieces

Pallet weight                                                     2028 kg

Carton on pallet                                                39 carton

11 mm              %5            





154

10P2133 embodies quiet, 
uncomplicated beauty - the ideal 
backdrop for your everyday life. 
10P2133 reminds you  to appreciate 
life's simple pleasures. This durable 
porcelain stoneware range offers 
one sublime neutral shades to 
compliment your home.compliment your home.

100 * 100

10P2133



The timeless beauty of natural stone captured in a 
ceramic body to create the perfect equilibrium of 
elegance and versatility.

BEAUTY AT HOME

10P2133
100 * 100

155 
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Stone and marble emerge clearly 
and frequently as a new classic, 
even if in an updated version: a 
language that tells of harmonies, 
undertones, refined textures and 
valuable details. 

100 * 100

10P2142



10P2142
100 * 100

Surfaces offering a sophisticated appearance 
that requires cutting-edge production capacity, 
for which, however, a purely technological 
approach – albeit to the highest levels and able 
to effectively express veins, contrasts and 
nuances – cannot, perhaps, suffice alone.

157



158

Bring the beauty of marble to every 
room of your house. The 10P2167 
colour range is matched by the 
unequaled durability of porcelain 
tile.

100 * 100

10P2167



Combine the beauty of marble with the practicality 
of porcelain tile. The 10P2167 includes one  of 
marble’s most classic and sought after looks.

10P2167
100 * 100

159



160

Create a luxurious marble-like look 
in any room with the 10P2210 tile 
collection. Crafted from durable 
porcelain and ceramic, this glossy 
tile and its available trim present a 
snow-white backdrop infused with 
veins of rich black. The classic 
versatility of 10P2210 brings 
distinction to traditional and 
modern rooms from the kitchen to 
the bath and anywhere else within 
your home where Carrara tile would 
shine.

100 * 100

10P2210



Nothing compares to the authentic look of 
natural stone. With naturally occurring 
variations, no two pieces are exactly alike, 
so your design will always be a 
one-of-a-kind work of art. 

10P2210
100 * 100

161



162

In a stunning, black color with 
white veining and mineral deposits 
that deepen the color, this polished 
marble tile adds unique color and 
style to walls and floors.

100 * 100

10P2219



The 10P2219 porcelain design represents sophisticated French 
marble in shades of white, black and grey. The floor tiles would 
serve a shower surround, exterior setting or kitchen beautifully. 
Organic shapes and streaks in coordinating shades result in a 
smooth, subtle design.

10P2219
100 * 100

BEAUTY IN LIFE

163
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This onyx is actually ivory in tone, 
providing a warmer, softer look for 
those that want to stay away from 
white onyx. 

100 * 100

10P2282



10P2282
100 * 100

The covetable look of onyx is both timeless and contemporary—as a simple 
and beautiful base, it takes on the style characteristics of its surroundings. 
10P2282 offers the versatility of onyx in durable porcelain and ceramic.

Stone materials are back in the 
spotlight once again in the 
82P2282 design: top – class 
natural onyx from the most 
renowned quarries in Europe 
whose typical nuances of color 
and original veining.

165



166

Our brain encode the details we love 
and the colors that make us good 
feeling.

100 * 100

10P2318



With its dynamic look, the 10P2318 tile 

exudes elegance. Built for drama, this 

design features modem patterns and 

vemmg that accent its beautiful 

coloration. 

POLISH 
10P2318 

100 * 100 

167--



10P2341 

POLISH 
100 * 100 

Sophistication and elegance 

inspired the look and feel of the 

10P2341 design. 

168--



The classic beauty of natural Onyx, in an reclaimed, design to 
compliment any space, and be the focal point of any room.

10P2341
100 * 100

169



Both timeless and bold, these 
whimsical tiles give new life to your 
home.

170

100 * 100

10P2379



Glamorous patterns, subtly stunning colors and 
original textured effects make up 10P2379. You’ll 
be encouraged to rethink how you see tile design 
when you explore the finer points of 10P2379.

10P2379
100 * 100

171



172

For an all-white look that’s 
surprisingly cozy, 10P2391 marble 
is a gorgeous choice. Create a 
soothing, monochromatic look 
using  it or pair it with other 
collections so it functions as an part 
neutral. 

100 * 100

10P2391



10P2391
100 * 100

10P2391 is a classically beautiful white marble. 
The brushed finish of this stone brings out the 
icy-white background and pearl-grey and white 
movements on its surface, emphasizing the natural 
patterns the 10P2391 design is known for. This 
brushed marble floor tile collection, complete with 
trims and finishing pieces, is perfect for using 
togethertogether for a cohesively crisp and comfortable 
look.

173



174

Dark and dramatic. This gray tile 
design brings elegance to any home 
and pairs perfectly with a variety of 
grey or white tiles, furnishings or 
accessories. Completely transform 
your space with this 
modern-yet-neutral shade.

100 * 100

10P2395



Choose colors that you love or that evoke the emotion you are 
hoping to achieve in each space.

10P2395
100 * 100

175



176

Add an unmistakable sophistication 
to any room with this sleek, marble 
inspired, polished porcelain.

100 * 100

10P2401



10P2401
100 * 100

10P2401 is the consummate modern tile, designed for years of exquisite and 
functional use. Stunning high definition technology produces beautifully 
tiles in subtly sophisticated. 

177



178

The 10P2412 design is a versatile 
favorite with its  warm-brown . Due 
to its low color variation, this tile is 
a reliable choice for tiling large 
areas and high-traffic spaces like a 
living room, kitchen or entry. 

100 * 100

10P2412



The 10P2412 design lends a warm and 
welcoming look to your home that you’ll 
be happy to spend time with every day.

10P2412
100 * 100

179



100 X 100



Frost resistance                                                 Must not produce noticeable alteration 
                                                                                to surface Frost-proof

Water absorption E      %0.5

100  *   100      cm                                                           RS   995* 995       0.5    mm 
                                                                                                     39.17   *  39.17   inch

Resistance to abrasion                                     Group 1             

Chemical resistance                                          Class AA 

Matt effect                                                          

Wall & floor tile

Indoor & outdoor                                              

Digital inkjet print 

Thickness

Pieces in cartons                                              1 Pieces

Pallet weight                                                     1512 kg

Carton on pallet                                               54 carton

11 mm              %5            





183

It’s easy to achieve the authentic 
appearance of cement with this 
porcelain floor tile. Available in dark 
and light grey.

100 * 100

HANIS
Dark Grey



Hanis dark grey is inspired from the 
connection of past and present 
architecture. The combination of ancient 
rocks used to build fortresses with modern 
design and technology gives this product a 
unique look with a contemporary twist.

HANIS Dark Grey
100 * 100

184



185

The dabbled tones of these  
porcelain floor tiles evoke a true 
industrial cement floor. This neutral 
tile series is right at home on 
kitchen, entryway, living room, 
bathroom and laundry room floors . 
Hanis light gray can be paired with 
any number of other tiles or 
decorative styles—its matte color 
add interest while remaining 
timeless in your home for years to 
come.

100 * 100

HANIS
Light Grey



A versatile design in its own right, you can use it on its own to get a cool, industrial look.

HANIS Light Grey
100 * 100

186



80 X 80



Frost resistance                                                 Must not produce noticeable alteration 
                                                                                to surface Frost-proof

Water absorption E      %0.5

80  *   80      cm                                                           RS   800  *  800       0.5    mm 
                                                                                                31.49   *  31.49   inch

Resistance to abrasion                                     Group 1             

Chemical resistance                                          Class AA 

Glossy tile                                                          

Floor tile

Indoor & outdoor                                              

Digital inkjet print 

Thickness

Pieces in cartons                                              3 Pieces

Pallet weight                                                     1300 kg

Carton on pallet                                               28 carton

12 mm              %5            





Each range in this design is as 
unique as the natural stone it is 
inspired by. Rugged, rocky 
landscapes meet modern day living. 
This design fills your home with 
earthy timeless beauty.

190

80 * 80

80P4012



191

To maintain your porcelain tiles only requires the surface to be cleaned with water or a mild detergent, and spills can easily be wiped up 
with a damp cloth. It is worth bearing in mind that high gloss finishes are more vulnerable to scratches, so it is advisable to sweep floors 
of any abrasive dirt such as sand before mopping.

80P4012
80 * 80



The power of a trademark. SWT  is 
known name. Its consolidated 
position has been built up on values 
such as innovation and quality, but 
especially the trust placed in its  
human capital, made up of skilled 
professionals. SWT has almost 12 
yearsyears’ experience. This success is 
the result of a unique business 
model based on a strong corporate 
strategy.

192

80 * 80

80P4032



193

Has been designed for use in the most demanding spaces due to its 
excellent technical per formance, rigorous quality controls and 
multiple finishes. This technical porcelain stands out for its resistance 
against bending, abrasion and the level of wear and tear associated with 
high traffic. 

80P4032
80 * 80



Maximum quality. SWT works 
consistently to implement quality 
systems within the organisation. 
The success of these efforts is 
reflected in effective management 
and the steady increase in the 
standards of the products and 
services we oservices we offer our customers.

194

80 * 80

80P4042



195

The SWT showrooms guarantee the providing final 
consumers with the chance to obtain a first-hand insight 
into the ongoing innovations and latest designs of each 
of its products.

80P4042
80 * 80



As a natural product, natural stone 
tiles can be irregular in shape and 
size which may be difficult to work 
with particularly when trying to 
achieve a certain effect. Tiles, 
however, are uniform in both shape 
and size, making them easy to 
install.install. With modern manufacturing 
techniques, it is possible to 
perfectly mimic the textures and 
colours of natural stone, for a 
realistic pattern without these 
variations.

196

80 * 80

80P4072



197

80P4072
80 * 80

Cream and beige is widely accepted category in the 
natural stones. Be it a natural stone with a rough surface 
or a polished marble, the warmth these cream shades 
can comfort anyone.



Our tiles are built for living, 
designed to withstand the wear 
and tear that comes with a busy 
household or a high-traffic public 
space.

198

80 * 80

80P4091



199

80P4091
80 * 80

This design converts any space into a calm 
place full of beauty.



80 X 80



Frost resistance                                                 Must not produce noticeable alteration 
                                                                                to surface Frost-proof

Water absorption E      %0.5

80  *   80      cm                                                           RS   800  *  800       0.5    mm 
                                                                                                31.49   *  31.49   inch

Resistance to abrasion                                     Group 1             

Chemical resistance                                          Class AA 

Matt effect                                                          

Floor tile

Indoor & outdoor                                              

Digital inkjet print 

Thickness

Pieces in cartons                                              3 Pieces

Pallet weight                                                     1200 kg

Carton on pallet                                               24 carton

12 mm              %5            



FIND YOUR WAY...



At the forefront of global 
trend-setting, our team of design 
specialists has created collections 
that allow you to express your 
individual style. We hope you love 
theses collections, as much as we 
loved creating them.

203

80 * 80

80M3062



204

Our design team has curated a collection of tiles  - in all kinds of  sizes, 
finishes and colours - giving you the inspiration to create interior spaces 
that reflect your unique style.

80M3062
80 * 80



We strive to provide consumers 
with one of the widest ranges of 
tiles available, offering many 
variations in colour, material, size, 
design, and application.

205

80 * 80

80M3102



206

Natural stone is by nature quite porous and 
often need to be sealed to prevent staining 
whereas glazed tiles are very low 
maintenance, require a daily sweep and 
mopping only if required. All the beauty 
without the work.

80M3102
80 * 80



Our team of designers has created a 
collection of tiles that takes the 
guess work out of styling your 
home. Choose from a wide variety 
of textures and shades to create 
magical spaces.

207

80 * 80

80M3105



208

Ceramic materials are 
famed for their durability, 
and our manufacturing 
processes are designed to 
improve this quality even 
further. The high 
temperature of our firings 
makes our ceramic tiles 
extremely strong and 
impervious to penetration 
by liquids, dirt and 
staining agents, giving 
them a marked advantage 
over natural materials like 
wood and stone.wood and stone.

80M3105
80 * 80



Whether polished or glazed, 
porcelain tiles are associated with 
creating elegant spaces. The fact 
that they are also durable, versatile 
and low maintenance are part of 
what make porcelain tiles a 
beautiful choice for both domestic 
and commercial spaces.and commercial spaces.

209

80 * 80

80M3131



210

80M3131
80 * 80

Our tiles contain no harmful chemicals or 
Volatile Organic Compounds, making them 
safe for any domestic or commercial setting. 
This is particularly effective in maintaining 
high levels of hygiene and preventing the 
formation of mould in rooms with high levels 
of humidity. Certain SWT Tile ranges also 
include textured options for added slip 
resistance in wet and outdoor areas.

In this design classic 
sophistication meets modern 
minimalism. This stylish 
design gives your space a 
timeless elegance.



As a natural product, natural stone 
tiles can be irregular in shape and 
size which may be difficult to work 
with particularly when trying to 
achieve a certain effect. Tiles, 
however, are uniform in both shape 
and size, making them easy to 
install.install. With modern manufacturing 
techniques, it is possible to 
perfectly mimic the textures and 
colours of natural stone, for a 
realistic pattern without these 
variations.

211

80 * 80

80M3171



212

80M3171
80 * 80

Our tiles are built for living, designed to 
withstand the wear and tear that comes with 
a busy household or a high-traffic public 
space.



They say first impressions are 
lasting ones. This is true for people 
but can also be equally important to 
businesses too. Many customers see 
your office space, showroom or 
storefront before they actually deal 
with you or your team members, so 
physicalphysical space presentation is 
important. Decor needs to represent 
your organisation appropriately. 

213

80 * 80

80M3181



The manufacturing process of a porcelain tile extracts most of 
the water out of the tile, leaving it more stain- and 
water-resistant, and less likely to crack. Porcelain tiles are 
therefore usually recommended for tiling floors, but can also 
be used on walls, to tile fountains (indoor or outdoor), 
countertops and back-splashes. Porcelain tiles will also 
weather the changing seasons making them well-suited for 
use outdoors or when tiling from indoor to outdoor.use outdoors or when tiling from indoor to outdoor.

214

80M3181
80 * 80



Porcelain tiles are harder and 
denser than other type of tiles like 
ceramic or hardbody, as it is 
manufactured with a specific type 
of clay that is fired at a high 
temperature. This makes them very 
durable and an excellent choice for 
high-trahigh-traffic areas such as kitchens, 
entrance ways, passages and living 
areas.

215

80 * 80

80M3191



The look of natural stone never goes out of style. It has 
inspired interior and architectural design features for 
centuries, and today is used more and more in commercial 
and residential spaces. Join the largest global trend and bring 
a natural feel to your living spaces.

216

80M3191
80 * 80





No.36 East Garmsar, 5th floor, South Shirazy street Mollasadra street, Tehran, Iran

0 21 88 61 82 73

ADDRESS

https://goo.gl/maps/oBoFcT7zoTtQiEDH7
www.swttile.com
https://instagram.com/swt.group?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=



